The school's administration in light of the sale was expected from the season begins in just two weeks; I can students act on the desk the many of which are manufactured in president for Dogmatic berg, interviewed as he underwent his side our Lord's saving enrollment figures by his assistant, Acapulco beach. tell you there is quite a demand from...
By Hal Thompson

In an effort to upgrade the totally inadequate and administratively incompetent Student Health Service, Dr. John Brown, Director of the service announced the move of their facility from the present location on the first floor of the Healy Building, in the center of the campus to the basement of the new Student Health Building.

The move will be officially declared open by the installation of a new voice and music system, and a new organ, also donated by the Student Health Service.

The move is expected to be completed within the next two weeks, and the new facility will be available for use by students, faculty, and staff.
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Healy Snuffs Graduate Flame

Graduate students recently expected to be the source of a massive national program appeal to be up the creek of...
There are many fine professors at Georgetown (really) and some are also fine professors in advertising. gentlemen and ladies, too. Few, as a matter of fact, in our opinion, none are as fine an example of Christian virtue and charity as Professor Lat views of the Government Department. For that reason, the Hoya is suggesting, even insisting, that he be canonized for that body of his works. The dedication which he brings to his work is almost missionary in its depth and level of personal involvement. He takes the whole native spirit of the young freshmen and exhales them to all the students in every class and who returns for more in three years. His life at Georgetown is all to the incalculable credit of the University.

Giles is famous too for his constitutional scholarship and his vast reputation as a legal follower on the Federal Courts. Every student who takes him for a second time can’t tery enough about the fair manner with which he grades. Giles also supports the long-time Christian tradition of letting women know their place; and in this classroom, his class is truly a Socratic experience where the elder gentlemen imparts his great storehouse of knowledge to the future citizens who sit in front of him. His absence from sordid practices is evident. He has never seen a woman when he visits and always votes no on junior decisions and doesn’t drive a pollinating automobile. Besides he has also been seen walking around in a skirt, which everyone feels he is forced to flunk a student and present the case to graduate school.

Georgetown produces a few fine men and indeed there that they can keep can here any longer. I’m not sure. As Giles said: it is about that time this long-time service, the end, the limit, the end of man and kind of he receives some recognition. Canonization is only fitting and we hope that University officials will communicate this wish to the Pope or the Father-General or whomever is in charge of such things nowadays. St. Wally, pray for us.

To the Editor:
I thought your readers might have some really funny induction party that I needed to get over from Oalley. Just a few of thousands people are 50,000 fewer people than it is. Why? Simple. The answer is “why?” What has this chart of budget deficit in the US and is there any other. Look at the chart of national income.

Professor Louis Baker’s suggestion that Saturday and Sunday get the ax, we say “Obey.” We work all year to be on winter vacation, the weekend. After all, when would they show the SEC movies.

There are positive values to getting rid of Wednesday. First of all, that would mean that the students would only have two days for the Hoya after the News comes out for the week. That would also mean that a little more dinner at the club! Finally, to us most important, Sophists have five classes on Wednesday and he needs the bread.

From the preceding thoughtful considerations, we, the student administrative officers, could do anything but get rid of Wednesdays. Just remember, Fr. Healy, it makes weekend airline fares that much closer.

And then there is Dean Scott. We called him an invisible administrator out of touch with the student body. These allegations were clearly quite unsubstantiated. The truth is, we never met the man and don’t know anyone like him.

Mary Parrish has been the brunt of many uncalled for and vicious personal attacks. Just because the University is trying to save the hallways so that she could get from her office in the Science Center to the Peace House and she needs the bread. From the preceding thoughtful considerations, we, the student administrative officers, could do anything but get rid of Wednesdays. Just remember, Fr. Healy, it makes weekend airline fares that much closer.
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The dedication which he brings to his work is almost missionary in its depth and level of personal involvement. He takes the whole native spirit of the young freshmen and exhales them to all the students in every class and who returns for more in three years. His life at Georgetown is all to the incalculable credit of the University.

Giles is famous too for his constitutional scholarship and his vast reputation as a legal follower on the Federal Courts. Every student who takes him for a second time can’t tery enough about the fair manner with which he grades. Giles also supports the long-time Christian tradition of letting women know their place; and in this classroom, his class is truly a Socratic experience where the elder gentlemen imparts his great storehouse of knowledge to the future citizens who sit in front of him. His absence from sordid practices is evident. He has never seen a woman when he visits and always votes no on junior decisions and doesn’t drive a pollinating automobile. Besides he has also been seen walking around in a skirt, which everyone feels he is forced to flunk a student and present the case to graduate school.

Georgetown produces a few fine men and indeed there that they can keep can here any longer. I’m not sure. As Giles said: it is about that time this long-time service, the end, the limit, the end of man and kind of he receives some recognition. Canonization is only fitting and we hope that University officials will communicate this wish to the Pope or the Father-General or whomever is in charge of such things nowadays. St. Wally, pray for us.
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There are positive values to getting rid of Wednesday. First of all, that would mean that the students would only have two days for the Hoya after the News comes out for the week. That would also mean that a little more dinner at the club! Finally, to us most important, Sophists have five classes on Wednesday and he needs the bread.

From the preceding thoughtful considerations, we, the student administrative officers, could do anything but get rid of Wednesdays. Just remember, Fr. Healy, it makes weekend airline fares that much closer.

And then there is Dean Scott. We called him an invisible administrator out of touch with the student body. These allegations were clearly quite unsubstantiated. The truth is, we never met the man and don’t know anyone like him.

Mary Parrish has been the brunt of many uncalled for and vicious personal attacks. Just because the University is trying to save the hallways so that she could get from her office in the Science Center to the Peace House and she needs the bread. From the preceding thoughtful considerations, we, the student administrative officers, could do anything but get rid of Wednesdays. Just remember, Fr. Healy, it makes weekend airline fares that much closer.
This might be just a wild notion on my part, but I sometimes feel we've lost too much of the fresh air that once adorned among the HOYA editorial board.

I sort of get nagging when I read that we've come a Central America and the ROYA articles headlined "BRAND NEW HEAD.'s FOR THE STUDENT BODY TO VOTE OTHER BANDA PUBLIC.' Then I think back to the days when speech and notes on government were just part of a day's work and the rank of politicians. That wasn't very different from today's political scene.

And so I'm writing this column. We've been growing a bit of a mess. We've got a bunch of people who want to change things. But they're not sure what they want.

Gallagher's car ... 1 point

Anschluss. There are still some who care about the growth of all its programs. Certainly not the Crystal, the place was beginning to look like it got run over by a lawn mower. A must if you're making a good impression.
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Lobotomy-$63.95

More Will Live.

The student Corp announces the opening of GU BARBER SHOP & BOUTIQUE

"Students Scalping Students"

Haircut—$3.95...

Hair Styling—$6.95...

Lobotomy—$63.95

Worried about making a good impression in those summer job interviews? Do your head look like a tangled mass of kelp after 9 months of neglect? Let our tonsorial artists make you fit to show your face in public again.

The Lambert Flat-top. Be the first kid in your dorm to have a head that looks like it got run over by a lawn mower. A must if you're planning to spend the summer on Parris Island.

Send all you can to the CUF Fund, Box 879 Copley, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 20057.

"Give So More Will Live...A Little Longer."
Tripping with Tim

It was fun-loving and fun-seeking last week for Fri. Tim Devaney. Following a week of rectors after innumerable evocations in the student press, the University Center was open to the public. He spent most of his time in thevcub.".

FRAYBOY Club is housed in part of the Student Union and plays as a place where students can hang out and talk. The club is open every night and offers a variety of drinks and snacks.

The Seven Year Itch

The biggest of the Big Men on Campus, Mr. Robert J. Krogh, family man, parent, will at last be given a TA. Fellowship. He will be here for special seminars in local politics and programming staff.

The Interplanetary Man

Some people will go to any trouble just to get a tan. Early in the break, Philosophy Professor Wilfred Desan reported to be at a pool in a well-known hotel. He had spent the last two days of the semester working on his yet to be completed masterpiece. About an hour and a few winks later, a little green man from Venus drove up in a flying saucer.

The Beautiful People

Beautiful People is a movie about a group of people who live in a small town and become involved in a series of events that change their lives forever.

Peter and Ma Bell

For Foreign Circus Players Peter Krogh. It was all in his hands this week as he let his fingers do the walking in his quest for the most exciting job to become them.

Mr. Devaney has been the focus of much attention lately due to his efforts in the student press. He is known for his humor and ability to keep things interesting.

The Lady is not difficult to recognize, converted as she is, because of her "I Found It" bumper sticker. Co-workers have commented that whenever she-meaning the pub budget, they never knew the cost.
Glacken: Ex-Con? Find New Evidence

by Rich Hornstein

It's time for another feature attempt at the art of sports predicting. I'm convinced of Detroit State's ability to correct some mistakes and 115-115-115-115-115 will be the score. It's just a hunch.

Do you want to win some money?

Shiny baseball player feeds off right dog.

The Nose Picks

by Rich Hornstein

It's time for another feature attempt at the art of sports predicting. I'm convinced of Detroit State's ability to correct some mistakes and 115-115-115-115-115 will be the score. It's just a hunch.

Do you want to win some money?

Shiny baseball player feeds off right dog.
Thompson Signs New Contract

To Fill New Advisory Post

Thompson Contract

Athletic Grant Goes to Knyesly

Athletic Director Mr. Thompson will be signing a new contract this week. The contract is for five years and includes a raise of $34.63 to his current salary of $2,000. This will bring his total pay to $2,034.63 per year. The Athletic Department has no intention of footing the bill for Mr. Rienzo's excavation. However, the student body president will be raising funds to help Mr. Rienzo, but he has been unable to come up with anything substantial yet.

Rec-Plex Falls, Traps AD; Rescue Plans Vague

By Mark McGinley

A recent meeting in the President's office revealed that the Athletic Director, Mr. Thompson, has been working on a new contract for the Athletic Department. The contract will cover the next five years and includes a raise of $34.63 to his current salary of $2,000. The Athletic Department has no intention of footing the bill for Mr. Rienzo's excavation. However, the student body president will be raising funds to help Mr. Rienzo, but he has been unable to come up with anything substantial yet.

Sailence is Golden

Imagine the agonizing despair of toes stretching to a grinding halt on the court floor. It is the horror of the thump-thump-thump of pneumatic drills pounding through the concrete. The roar of the air compressor behind the wall of a building being disassembled. The result is approximately the same pitch and volume of a car engine coupled with the screeching of sandpaper on a car's paint. The athletes wore the test of their endurance.

Who the Hell Cares?

Lewdy Miller

"Tell me, do you know how to throw a basketball?" asked Lewdy Miller, a former basketball star.

"Of course, it's easy. You just shoot it, right?" replied a student.

"No, no. I shot for University to win. I was the best shooter on the team. I even scored the winning shot in the NCAA championship game."

Commenting on the job Rick did for GTB, station Director Bob Miller said that Rick has given a whole new meaning to the term "alternation". When the Interns hear his voice, it's like hearing a familiar friend. Rick's "alternation" is perfect.

Whistler, the dog, is not too pleased with the new "alternation". Rick's voice is not as familiar as the Interns' own. The Interns are not too fond of Rick's "alternation".

Forever into making economies to save the athletic fund, Athletic Director, Mr. Thompson, just signed a new 1000-year contract for the Athletic Department. The contract is for five years and includes a raise of $34.63 to his current salary of $2,000. The Athletic Department has no intention of footing the bill for Mr. Rienzo's excavation. However, the student body president will be raising funds to help Mr. Rienzo, but he has been unable to come up with anything substantial yet.

In the statement issued by Mr. Thompson, his family cited "financial reasons" for "not contributing one red cent" for "the good of the University".

Mr. Thompson's last hope, Vesuvius Follis, the local sports radio announcer, said "I'm not interested in the athletic fund. I'm interested in my job security." However, the Athletic Department has no intention of footing the bill for Mr. Rienzo's excavation. However, the student body president will be raising funds to help Mr. Rienzo, but he has been unable to come up with anything substantial yet.

Six points for the touchdowns, 1.5 for the drive.

Property on the Hilltop: Rienzo loses battle with vandals at a pole and a fence.